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Abatraot 
Two hundred and 11Xty-six 7th grade and 8th grade students were tested 
on a perceptual diacrilllination task {Hidden Figures Test) and a measure ot 
drive ('l'he Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale). Otis IQ acore1 vere also 
available. !he HFT vae tound to be significantly positively correlated with 
the Otis for both boys and girls. The CKA.S wae found to be negatively cor-
related with the otia tor girls, but not tor boys. The HFT waa found to be 
significantly negative'l.1 correlated with the CHAS f'or girle, bat not tor boys. 
Boys were fD\lftd to be s1gnit1cantq better on the HP'J.' than girle. Boys were 
also found to answer significant~ tewer queet1ons on. the CMAS as true. 
Ot the total group ot aubJeots tested, 85 girls who scored between 90 
and 115 on the otis were teated on three ot R111l0ld1 '• problems under atreH or 
nonatreaa conditions. An hypothesis vae ude that girls who scored higher on 
the Hl"l' would do better on the problaa than girls vho scored lower both under 
stress and nonstress condi tiona. .An bypotheais also wa1 made that girls who 
1oored lover on the CH.AS would do better at problem aolVing both under stress 
and nonatreaa conditions. 1'e1 ther of these . hypotheses were npported b:y the 
results. A diacueeion o.f' the reeulta ta presented. 
CHAPTPB I 
Introduction 
Prior to 1954 and Witkin 1a research, there were two basic approaches to 
the study of perception. One Viewed perceptual experience in teru of the 
structure of the field. The other approach emphasized the nature of the 
stimulus giving rise to perceptual experience and the specific operations and 
natural structures of the sense organs. Discrepancies between the stimulus 
and the person's perception were credited in terms of the person'• past 
experience with the specific stimulus and not attributed to a general life 
experience {Witld..n, Lewis, Hertzman, Machover, Meissner & Wapner, 1954). 
Witkin's approach to finding a comprehensive estimate of the role of 
personal factors in perception is to explore the role of field factors in the 
situations used, as well as to em.ploy stimulus conditions which are neither 
vague and impoverished nor completely determined. In these situations, the 
person has the opportunity to provide his own structure. 
Hie early research with this approach indicated that people varied 
widely in their manner of perception as he demonstrated in a aeries of 
orientation tasks. He concluded that the subjects differed eHentially in the 
relative extent to which they depended on the visual field or in their ability 
to use bodily axperiencea in overcoming the influence of the field (Wi tkin 
et al., 1954). As he began to study this phenomenon more extensively, 3 teats 
of' space orientation were developed; the Rod-and-Frame Teat {RFT), the 
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Tilting-Room-Tilting-Chair Test, and the Rotating-Room Test. In each of these 
the subject may locate the upright according to the axis of the vieual field 
or with reference to sensations from his own body. He is required to indicate 
this location by adjusting an item (bis body, the field, or a rod) to a 
position which he perceives as vertical. Additional perceptual tests which 
did not involve the general proceae of orientation toward the upright were 
used. .Among these is the embedded-figures test (EFT), a pencil and paper test 
in which the subject is required to locate a simple "hidden" figure vi thin a 
larger complex figure. (It is this test which has been used moat widely by 
experimenters because it ia easily administered, and has been adapted to group 
administration.) Other teats used by Wi tkin and his aHociates included 
auditory, body-steadine1a, body balance, and two-hand coordination teats. In 
all of these, the principle differentiation is whether the subject uses the 
field or his own internal perception in his performance. 
In addition to the perceptual tasks Wi tkin and hi• associates also 
administered a battery or personality tests to each subject. These included 
an autobiography, personality questionnaires, a sentence-completion test, a 
clinical interview, a figure-drawing test, the Rorschach test, the Thematic 
Apperoeption test (TAT), and a word-association test. 
On the basis of the results of this experimentation the continuum of 
field-dependence/field-independence was defined and the characteristics of 
people at the two extremes of the continuum were described. 'l'he field 
dependent individual is defined as one vho, in perceptual situations, finds 1 t 
difficult to overcome the influence of the surrounding field or to separate an 
item from its context. On the other hand, the field independent peraon can 
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distinguish an item from its context; he is more likely to attempt to structure 
ambiguous stimuli than the field dependent individual, who experiences them as 
vague and indefinite. The characteristics which were distinguishedt each 
referring t~ a specific segment of behavior, fall into several definite 
clusters: the quality of the experience of one's surroundings, the way of 
perceiving anti using the body, the nat.ure of l'elations to others, and aspects 
of controls and defenses. The patterns observed sugg•st consistency in 
psychological functioning which pervades the individual's perceptual, 
intellectual, emotional, tn0tivational, defensive, and social operations. The 
continuity over time of these patterns suggest that they become a style of 
life {Witkin, Dyk, Fatterson, Goodenough, & Karp, i962). 
In the future development and expansion of this basic work, Witkin has 
related field dependence•independence to the global•articulated cognitive 
style, which in turn is the cognitive component of psychological differentiatior 
(Witkin, et al., 1962 Witkin, 1965). Differentiation refers to the complexity 
of structure of a psychological system. One of the main characteristics of 
greater differentiation is specialization of function; another is clear 
separation of self from nonaelf. At any level of differentiation varied modes 
of integration are possible, although more complex integrations may be 
expected with tn0re developed differentiation. Adjustment is inainly a function 
of effectiveness of integration and may be found at any level of dif ferentia-
tion (Witkin, 1965). 'Therefore, the person who is field dependent experiences 
the environment in a global, diffused way. He is relatively undifferentiated 
in his psychological structures. The field independent person is more complex 
and differentiated. His increased articulation implies delineated and 
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structured experience and an ability to analyze and structure his experience 
of the environment in an active way. 
One variable that see'ltlS to be most sharply defined from these 
experiments is the sex variable. Witkin et al. (1962) found that males tended 
to be analytical and females tended to be global in their cognitive styles. 
They also found that this was consistent in both children and adults on all 
their perceptual measures. Thornton and Barrett (1967) noted that the 
Embedded Fipree Test (EFT) miq not be appropriate for femalea as a meanre of 
field dependence, but rather may be a measure of achievement motivation for 
them. The exact relationship of sex to these perceptual tasks does not seem 
clear at thie point in the research. 
Ckle of the questions that can be asked about field dependence is its 
relationship to learning. Does a person learn to be field dependent or is he 
born that way? Although this question is not likely to be answered easily, it 
would appear to have definite implications for hypotheees built around the 
· results or Witkin and his followers. For example, could a person vho is 
basically field dependent learn to become anal.ytical it he were sufficiently 
motivated? It he learned a dependent approach initially, it would seem 
possible that in certain circumstances, he could learn to be analytical. If 
this 1a true, thall a person could be field dependent at one time in hi• life 
and field independent at another. Or it mq be possible that a person could 
approach some problems in a global way and some in an analytical way. '!'here 
is some support for the former statement from research of the aged done by 
Schwartz and Karp (1967) and Karp (1967). Both of these studies indicated that 
people tended to become more field dependent vith age and that the 
, 
distinction between the male and female tended to lessen so that in old age 
there is no difference between the sexes. 
The reason females may be less analytically oriented than males has been 
connected wi'th social learning. In an experiunt by Iscoe and Carden (1961) it 
was found that field independent girls were not as well accepted by their class 
mates as were the dependent girls. It was also found that f'ield independent 
girls tended to score higher on the Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale (CMA.S) 
than dependent girls. This latter finding is in direct conflict with Witkin's 
description of :f'ield independent people whom he describes as tending to show 
less manifest anxiety (Witkin, 1962). 
This experiment was planned to have two esaential parts. The first part 
was a study of the relationships between a perceptual discrimination task, in 
this case a group :f'orm of the J!i'tbedded Figures Teet known as the Hidden 
Figures Test (HFT), and an anxiety scale and intelligence. The purpose of 
this portion of the experiment was to :further investigate findings reported in 
the literature. From the literature, the following hypothesis about the 
relationships among variables were made: 
1) Males tend to be more field independent than females as meawred by 
the Hidden Fig'lires Test (HFT) • 
2) Females tend to be more anxious than males as measured by the 
Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale (CM!S). 
3) Field dependency is directly related to anxiety; i.e., the HFl' is 
negatively correlated to the CMlS. 
4) Field dependency is not correlated with verbal intelligence, i.e., 
the HFT is not correlated with the Otis, Form B. 
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5) Anxiety is inversely related to intelligence; i.e., CMAS scores will 
be negatively correlated with Otis scores. 
'lhe second part of this experiment examined the relationship of field 
dependency, and problem. solving in girls. Grade school girls were used as 
subjects because it was felt that they would be less influenced by the 
cumulation of social l~arning than adults. Also girls were used as subjects 
because it waa felt that any abilit:y at problem. solving that they might have is 
contrary to female social pressures; and because using only a single sex 
control for the sex variable. In order to present a situation in which the 
field independent female might beet show her field independent superiority to 
her field dependent sister, a situation of distraotability was introduced. 
For this part of the experiment the 11 terature suggests the following 
hypotheses s 
6) Field independent girls are better problem solvers, i.e., those who 
score higher on the HF! will tend more to follow a logical process to a con-
. clusi.on on Rimoldi •a problems 
7) Field independent girls are not as affected by distraction as field 
dependent girls on problem solVing tasks, i.e., girls who score higher on the 
H:rl' do better on Rimoldi'• problems under the stress condition. 
8) High amd.01.11 subjects are poorer problem solvers, i.e., high CHAS 
subjects acore signiticantly lower on Rimoldi 1 e problems than low CMAS 
subjects. 
9) High anx101.1a subjects are more affected by stress than low anxious 
subjects, i.e., high scores in the CMAS do worse under stre1s than low 
scorer& on the CKAS. 
CHAPTER II 
Related Literature 
Field Dependence 
Holtzman (19.55) waa the first to criticize W1tk:l.n'1 state•nts in his 
interpretation o:t much o:t the personality data .:f'r0111 the Rorschach which 
Holtzman believed had not been demonstrated experimentally. Holtzman also 
commented that the Rorschach is, in itself, a perceptual test and, therefore, 
somewhat aitailar to the variables being used in the differentiation tasks. A.a 
a result of his criticism it became desirable that replication of Witkin's 
results be attempted. 
Young (1959) replicated Witkin'• study using the Rod-and-Frame Teat, the 
Em.bedded-Figures Test, and the Chair-Window Teat. His personality measures 
included Kachover•a Draw-a-Person Teat (DAP), Holtzman'• Inkblot Test, and 
Worehel's Self-Activit7 Inventoey. The results basically supported Witkin's 
aasertiona. However, in a number of areas women differed from men, a result 
which Witkin also had found. Correlations were conlistantly higher for men 
than for women between measures of selt attitudes of passivity, dependency, 
distruct ot one's own feelings and measures of bodily experiences related to 
field dependency on the perceptual tasks. More correlations between responses 
on the inkblots suggesting a lack of effectiveness in coping with the 
emironment and field dependency were found for women than for men. No 
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significant correlation wa1 found for women between responses to inkblots 
implying a lack of introspectiveness and field dependency whereas two of' five 
correlations were significant for males. 
Due to the fact that Young•a results were not as clearcut as Witkin•s, 
he concluded that the dimension of field independence was not as factorially 
pure as Wi tkin had suggested. 
It is generally stated in the literature that sex related traits are 
correlated with field independence. The tollcnting studies deal directly with 
this problem. Vaught (1967) divided 42 females into field dependent and field 
independent groups. Be used f'orm discrimination task1 involving sight and 
touch. Contrary to what was expected, his field dependent females were better 
discrim.inators With touch than the field indPpendent ones. Barclay (1967) 
found that males whose fathers were absent from the home tended to be more 
field dependent and Bieri (1960) found that both ule and !emala subjects who 
identified more with the f'ather tended to do better on the EFT. He alao 
discovered that an authority acceptance scale may be even a better predictor of' 
EFT acore1 than tat.her identif'ication scales. 
Willoughby (1967) .f'ound a significant correlation between a scale 
designed to estimate the allOUllt which a person relies on others for an evalua-
tion ot himself and the Hidden 1:1.gures Teat (HP'!'), the group f'orm of the EFf. 
He found no difference between males and females on the HFT. There was no 
significant correlation between the HFT and a scale designed to measure the 
control a percoi:t felt he had over the environment. McDonald and Hendry (1966) 
scored college males, college tamales and unwed pregnant females on the 
Repreaaion-Senai tization scale (R-S), the F-scale or the MMPI and the EFT. 
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Th•Y round that the F and R-S scales correlated poei tive'l1 and 8igni:f'icant'l1 
for the entire population, but that the reaulte or the other correlation• were 
inconclum:ve. They found no difference• bttween the dit.f'erent sex groups of 
subjects. 
The research in the area of sex differences leaves doubt as to whether 
males will tend to be more field independent than females on all l'll8aeurea or 
field dependency. It seems that the charaoteriatics of the field dependent 
female 111117 be different from those of the field dependent male. Certain~ 
consideration ot aax related traits, in addition to aex itself, seem crucial 
for consideration in any study related to the dimension of field independence. 
Generalizations from one aex to the other have to be aperimentall:y demonstra-
ted. 
A number of studies are reported which attempt to relate field 
dependenq with anxiety, ego strength and di1tractability. Talt and 
Coventry (19S8) separated 811bjecte by the neurotocism and extraversion scales 
on the Cattell 16 PF teat. Thq found no ditf'erencee between the high and low 
aubject11 on the neurotioiH1 scales, but did find that aubjects who ecored high 
on the introvert ecale tended to do better on the Tilting Chair and the Rod 
and Frame teats. Silverman, Cohen, Shmavonian, and Greenberg (1961) 
postulated that nbjects who rely more on external rather than internal cues 
would react differently to an experiment in which external cues were lacking. 
The D.AP and the EP'l' Vere administered to male college student& to determine 
extent of field dependence. Five body-oriented (field dependant) wbjeots and 
six field independent ones vere placed in a low-sensory environment tor two 
hours. The field dependent aubjects performed more poor'l1 on pre- and post 
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experiment two point diacrild.nation and letter identification tasks; remained 
more aroused, as measured by the GSR and EBlJ and tended to move around more. 
Post.experimentally they expressed more discomfort about the experiment, 
struggled more with .f'eeUnga and tantaaie8 experienced (or denied them), were 
more suspicious and projected internal percepts more. Adevai, Silverman and 
McGough (1968) related the m with MMPI scales, controlling for male and 
remale differences. The found that for both 80:88 field dependent aubjects 
tended to score higher on the r-aoale. IJ.hia is the only scale that was found 
to be significantly correlated vi th the m. The Ta11lor A scale and the 
Barron Ego Strength scale were not significantly correlated. In another study 
.Adevai et al. {1968) found that group1 which scored on the high ego strength 
extreme of the -o Strength acale were better on the m. Weiss, Stein, .A.tar 
and Melnik (1968) used college females for ~bjecta and adminiatered the In', 
the Rorschach and the Ravens. The wqjectl who scored lowest on the m were 
compared with those vho scored highest with regard to number of variable• 
including W, D, M, C and Y responses on the Rorschach. The result• appeared to 
support a theory of ego control or delay of impulae discharge interpretation. 
However, Wender, Pedersen and 'Waldrop (1966) in working with VeJ."1 young 
children found that scores on the Children' a ill.bedded Figure a Test did not 
correlate signifioantq v:ith aaaures of n.atained directed activity. 
Again the U terature aeeu to indicate tluit the relationship of field 
dependency with such variables aa amd.et7 and distractability is different when 
sex and age are taken into conal.deration. 
On a pa.rely cognitive vein, experiunts by Karp (1963), Goodenough and 
Karp (1961) and Karp (1956) have led tbeae experimenters to feel that the EFT, 
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along with certain Wechsler subscalea (arithmetic, block design, and object 
aseeaibJ.,), define a factor of overcoming embeddednesa. Although thia factor 
is related to a factor defining distractability, it has been demonstrated that 
it is a separate factor (Karp, 1963). Goodman (cited by Witkin et al., 1962) 
postulated a relationship between field dependeJ1C1 and flexibility or closure 
and a aignif'icant correlation was found be tween them. Gardner, Jackson and 
Messick (1960) found teats of field dependeney and flexibility of closure 
defined a single factor. Advai et al. (1968) found that the EFT vaa related to 
spatial IQ teat1 and might be ueed aa a screening device for extreme RF'!' groupsi-
Bigelow (1967) found no relationlhip between intelligence as 11t1asured by the 
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Teat and the Children's Ellbedded Figures Test. 
However, Keasler and lronenberger {1967) tested on the Kohs Bl.ock1 high and lOli 
subjects on the m. He concluded that the ability measured by the EJl"f is 
highly related to perceptual qntheaia pertorunce. 
In their book Wi t1dn et al. (1962) stated that the field dependent 
person is less likely to do ae well as the field independent person on 
nincker's insight problems since th8J 1ll&J not readily 1ee alternative uaea for 
iteu serving a tam.liar function. Karp {1963) indicated that both the insigh't 
and the match problems load heuily on .factor• that include what he calll 
•overcoming embeddednese". Menda laohn, Gri nold and Anderson ( 1966) found that 
the Qottechaldt Figure Test, the teat from which W1tk1n devised the IP'T, 
correlated significantly vi th anagram sol'Ying. Gardner, Holzman, Klein, 
Linton and Spence (19.$9) did a factor analytic study or a number of' teats 
including the f.mbedded FJ.gurea Teat and the Rod-and-Frame Teat. For malea the, 
found high loadings on a scanning factor and size estimation tasks (eepeciall:y 
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with thEi EFTJ r • .40). Extreme scanners tended to produce impersonal, 
intellectualized response& on the Rorschach. For females it was found that 
those wb.o were high in a factor defining field articulation and .flexibility 
tended to have leas difficulty 1111 th the EFT and RF'f tests. However, Leagu.e 
and Jackson (1961) found no relationships between measures of :f'ield dependence 
and measures of aot1Yity and passivity. To 11e&8\U'e activity and paasiVity 
they used leaderless groups, a modified group Rorschach and a modification of 
Jackson's Incomplete Sentence Teat of Pasaivity. The EFT was used as the 
measure of field dependency. 
Al though the literature eeeu to support a contention that field 
independent subjects tend to do better on problem solving tests, it does not 
clarify the reasons why this is so. Also, it ia apparentl:r unsafe to general-
ize from the cognitive aspects or activity attriblted to the field independent 
person' to other areas or payohologioal activity. 
A group of studies have indicated the relationehip ot field dependency, 
to age. Wi tkin, Goodenough, and Karp (1967) did a lo~ tudinal study of two 
groups of subjects, one group between the ages Of eight and thirteen years, and 
the other between the ages of lO and 24 years. The sexes were evenly 
distriblted between the two groups. They found that for all subjects field 
independence increased until 17 years of age with no f"u.rthei- d.a.nge. They 
also found individual conaistency for both sexes across the ages examined. 
Bigelow (1967) used different age groups, between five and ten year olds. He 
found no relationship between a children'• form of the Embedded Figures Teat 
and Intelligence as mea8Ul'ed on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test. He did 
find that the single beat predictor for scores on the Embedded Figures Te1t was 
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age, and that there was no difference in scores between boys and girls. For 
the aged Karp (1967) and Schwartz and Karp (1967) found that field dependency 
increases with old age. However, employed old people, especially employed 
males, tended to be more field independent. It would appear from these studiH 
that the variable remains relatively stable during the middle ages and varies 
more in youth and old age. 
'fhe Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale 
In 19$~ Castaneda, McCandless, and Palermo published a childrens form of 
the Tiqlor Manifest Anxiety Scale. Thia scale is identical in form with the 
Taylor, changed only to conform. to the reading ability and life of the child. 
It was designed specifically for use with 4th, 5th, and 6th grade children. 
Stone, Rowley, and Keller (1965) gave noru for 7th, 8th, and 9th grade 
students. Since 1 te publication a number of studies have been executed to 
establish its validity. Palermo, Castaneda and McCandless (19$6) selected 36 
subjects trom the grOllp of students used to obtain norms for the CHAS. They 
formed two groups of subjects vho scored in the upper and lower twenty percent 
of the total population. All aubjeot1 participated in a complex Visual 
learning situation which had immediate feedback to correct responses. The 
results indicated that the high anxitN& subjects produced iJOre errors and were 
slower to learn. These results were in accord vi th those f'ound by Taylor for 
adults. Castenada, PalEtrmo and McCandless (1956) selected a high and low 
anxious group and presented them with the same t)'pe of learning tasks. How-
8'Yer1 they presented varying degrtt"'.' ot difficulty in tht ta~k.. Again the 
results were similar to those found with adult subjects. McCandless and 
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Castaneda (1956) correlated CM.AS scores with achievement test scores and the 
Otis Intelligence Test for three grades, the 4th, 5th, and 6th. Significant 
correlations were round only in the 6th grade and these correlations were 
greater for girls than for boys. For 6th grade girls, the correlation between 
the CMAS and the Otis was -.43. Rowley and Stone (196.3) round that the CMAS 
correlated negatively in general with the subscales of the WISC, but that none 
or these correlations were large enough to be significant. Cowen, Zax, IClein, 
Izzo and Troat (1965) found a similar significant negative correlation between 
the Otis and the CMAS. They also .found a correlation between the CMAS and 
teachers• ratings of maladjusted behaVior in the classroom. Higher CMAS 
scores were related to greater maladjustaent. Penney (1965) also found the 
same significant negative correlation with intelligence and with a measure of 
reactive curiosity. 
Smock (1958) studied the relationship ot anxiety scores and perceptual 
rigidity. His perceptual rigidity test consisted of cards that progressively 
approximated a particular object and they progressively changed to another 
object. He tound evidence to wpport the hypothesis that anxiety is related tc 
perceptual rigidity and that high anxious subjects are less responsive to 
environmental clues. 
Let and Let (1968) round no relationship between scores on the CMAS and 
learning task performances. They did find a relationship with intelligence 
and social standing, both in a negative direction. 
J'inall.1 Haf'ner, Qnast, Speer and Granis (1964) found that the CMAS could 
differentiate between children in psychiatric wards and children in pediatric 
wards. Thay also found that although the scale did not correlate 
1$ 
with professional ratings of clinical anxiety, it did correlate significant~ 
with psychiatric signs, and with parental ratings of their childrens' anxiety. 
Problem Solving 
Rimoldi's problems were developed from research on thinking processes in 
the medical diagnosis situation (IU.moldi, Haley, and Fogliatto, 1962). Since 
their initial work a number of problems have been developed which can be g:f..ven 
to all ages except the preschool age (Rimoldi and Vanderwoude 1967). Much of 
the research has been devoted to the development of the problems and a system 
of scoring them. Two things ot importance to this study have been developed. 
First, the problems differentiate their intrinsic difficulty, their logical 
structure, frOll an extrinsic difficulty, the language ueed in expre111ing the 
problem. Aleo, the problems have been shown in their scoring to differentiate 
clearly between good and poor problem solvers (lrdmam 1967). Because of the 
ability of this instrument to score the logi.cal process of the subject, it 
seellUS appropriate for use in testing out Witkin's theory of an analytical 
cognitive approach. 
The problems have been used in conjunction with Rokeach's scale for open 
and closed-minded people (Robb, 1966). Mo differences were found for the open-
minded group on different language pre1antations, bit differenoee were found .f'o1 
the olo1ed-minded group. 
CHlPI'F.R llI 
Method 
Subjects 
The 7th and 8th grade students u two large, parochial (catholic) grade 
schools in Chicago, Illinois formed the subject pool. The two schools are in 
the sa11e area of the city, and the subjects catne from the same ethnic and 
inooae groups. All the children took both the CMAS and HFT. All subjects for 
whom data were complete (score• on the CMAS, HF!', Otis) were included in the 
first portion ot the study. 
Subjects tor the second portion of the study were selected on the basis 
of the following criteria: 
Sexs Females only. 
Intelligence: Only those who scored between 90 and 115 on the Otis were 
selected. Both schools administer the Otis at the beginning of the 7th grade. 
Language tam:i.liari 'tyt Bach child was asked to indicate how much 
English was spoken in his home on a five point scale. The five points were: 
never, seldom., about half the tim.e, most of the time, and always. Those girls 
who indicated that English is never or seldom spoken in their home were 
excluded 
Measures 
Hidden Figures Test (HFT): 'Ibis test was developed by Wi tkin as the 
group form of the EFT. It consists of 32 complex figures and 5 simple 
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ngurea. One of the 5 simple figures is hidden or embedded in each of the 
complex .figures. (Append. I). Thirty lllinut,ea is allowed ror t.he test. 
Thi• test is scored by the number of simple figures the subject can 
correctly identity in the complex figures. 
lllildren•a Manifest Anxiety Scale (CMAS): This test was developed by 
Castaneda, McCandleH, and Palermo (l9S6) and patterned after the Taylor 
Manifest Anxiety Teat. It i• given in group torm with no tiu limit. 
(Append. ll). The CMAS is scored by the number or statements which are 
answered "true". 
Rimoldi'a Problema1 (Rimold1, 1968) Three problems were selected: 
31.K' 11hioh ia a concrete problem dealing with form and color. 
JU' which is presented in simple concrete words. 
3lB' which 11 presented in abatract algebraic language. 
All three problns have the same logical structure and require the 1ame 
logical proceas to solve. (Append. III). The scoring o:t Rimoldi '• probleu 
· takes into account two poeeible ta.eke. The first tack goes from the more 
general to a more specific queation, and is considered the ideal tack. The 
second asks all specific queetione (in this case three) to co• to a con· ... 
clueion, Thia tack is con81dered leH ideal. The acortng is based on the 
closeness ot approximation to the ideal tack. A person who aaka 2 queetions, 
a general and a specific que1tion, in that order, get.a a perfect scol'e. Any 
other combination or queat1ona, in mv other order, gets a le11 perfect 
score. The general question is scored 2 points, the specific, 1 point. It 
asked in the wrong order, 1.e., the specific prior to the general, the 
specific geta ~· point. Total points are d1Vided by the number of questions 
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asked. If both tacks are present, the scoring is based upon the ideal tack. 
In the case of this experiment, the total points of each subject were divided 
by the ideal total points (1.5) in order that the results would be consistent 
with results obtained in previous studies using these proble1118. 
Procedure 
The HFT and CM.AS were administered to all the seventh and eighth grade 
students in both schools. At one school the HF!' was given first, and at the 
other the CMAS was given first. Of the subjects selected for the second 
portion of the study, half were selected at random for the distractibility 
(stress) condition. 
Preliminary testing of the 6th grade students indicated that before the 
subjects could understand what was expected of them in the problem solving tasl, 
two practice problems were necessary; one worked out by the examiner, and one 
worked out by the subject with the examiner's assistance. It was also 
determined that two examiners could administer the problems in a group as long 
as the number of subjects did not exceed 10 at one time. 
The following instructions were used as the clearest for the children 
to understandi 
"You are about to be involved in some problems which require 
solutions. These problems are like detective problems because 
you will not find the answer directly, but you will come to the 
answer indirectly by deducing it from clues. You will get these 
clues by asking certain questions and having these questions 
answered. Let me show you how you do it by this problem on the 
board (or sheet of p&per it no board is available. 
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You see these four squares? 
1 2 
3 4 
They are numbered 1,2,3,4. I have chosen one of these squares and it is your 
job to find out which one I have chosen. Now you can do that by asking one or 
two or th~ee ~r four or five of the following questions: 
l. Is it in the top half? 
2. Is it #1? 
3. Is it colored red? 
4. Is it in the left half? 
5. Is it #3? 
I will tell you the answer to the question as you ask it. 11 
Th•se are your clues to pick out the square that I have chosen. 
Now which question would you ask first? (When one of the subjects 
ask any one of the questions, the examiner then stated) You have 
chosen to ask question #_ first. Nov look at your answer sheet. 
You will notice it says on top, "order of questions asked." The 
first question you asked was question '~· You will put the number 
of that question first, here on your answer sheet. (A sample of the 
answer sheet is drawn on the board or paper for all to see.) Now the 
answer to that question i•~· Can anyone answer the problem yet? 
No, not yet except by guessing, because you need more information to 
answer the problem, more clues. Now what is the second question you 
would want to ask? 
This procedure was followed until the problem was solved by a subject. The 
examiner then stated: 
You noticed that you did not get the answer directly from the 
questions, that is, you did not ask a question and find that my 
answer to any one question was the answer to the problem. You 
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did get the answer by being led to it by the oluee you received 
.from asking the questions. Now open your problem marked "Sample 
Problem" and spread the questions on the table ao you can eee them 
all. Let me read the problem with you and help you work it out. 
After the subjects had their problem spread out in a way that they could read 
all the questions, the examiner read the problem and he and his aesietant helpe<i 
any or the subjecta who needed it. After thay spread out the problem he saidt 
Now read through all the queatl.ons and try to work the problem. 
Remember to try to ask on'll those questions which will lead you 
to the anner. 
After the sample problem waa worked correctl)' the examiner atated: 
Now you will work the three problems you have in this order, 31K', 
31.A', and 31B'. Do not wait to be told to go on to the next 
problem af"ter you fini•h one. Now take out problem JlK' and let 
ma read 1 t with you. (Attar the problem waa read he stated: ) 
You under•ta.nd that the questions are a little different in this 
problem. You ask the card, 'I• the particular figure that I am 
looking tor on this card?' You vill find the anner on the back 
ot the card, as you did in the practice problem. Nov go ahead and 
work the problema. 
For the nonstreaa condition the .following 1netruotions were addeds "You 
will have plenty of time so take your time." 
For the 1tress condition, these words were substituted: "You will be 
t111ed so you have to go as fast as you can, or you will not finish. n 
Periodically as the stress groups were working the problems, the examiner, 
with etopwatch in hand, yelled at them to hurry up, suggested that they were 
almoet out of time, and that they were working too slow. 
Both the examiner and bis assistant ad.ngled with the 811bjecte, making 
eure they were putting down the questions appropriately, and were not looking 
at 1AOre questions than thq had wri tttm on the answer aheet. In the 
prallminaey testing with the 6th grade etudents, it was found that all the 
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subjects understood what they were to do after this instruction. DJ.ring the 
study, 1 t appeared that the majority of the students understood the instruc-
tions and were able to attempt the problems without need for further 
assistance. 
RESULTS 
The .first five hypotheses were tested by t tests and Pearson PrOO.uct 
-
Manent correlations; subjects were all children who had taken the CHAS, and 
IJFT and for whooi an Otis result was on record. A small number of potential 
subjects were excluded because they indicated that very 11 ttle English was 
spokan in their homes. Scm:re few others were unable to participate in the 
experiment because they were not able to obtain parental approval. A total 
of 266 subjects, 1)2 boys and 134 girls, were used in this portion of tbs 
investigation. 
Table 1 ind.ioates the means and standard deviations for the girls and 
the boys on all three tests. The means for the girls were signi.fioantly 
higher than the boys on the CMAS {l?. < .02) and was significantly lower than the 
boys on t.he m-r <2 < .01). These results supported hypotheses l and 2 which 
stated that males tend to be more field independent than .females and that 
females tend to be more anxious than m.al.es. 
Table 2 shows the correlations among all three tests for boys and for 
girls. FOi" girls, all three correlatiQl'lS wre significant. The CMAS was 
negatively correlated with t11s HF'!' and the otis, and the HFT was positively 
correlated with the Oil'• These resu.J.ts supported l'qpotheses 3 and 5 which 
stated that field dependency is directl;y related to anxiety, and that amdety 
1s inwrsly related to intelligence. Tbe;y did not support }\ypothisis h 
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14h1eh etaWd that .field depandeney ia not cOl"fflated with 1n:oolllgez2-0e. For 
'bo181 the ~ a1gm.f1ca:it c_.,..J.at.1.on waa a pocd.t1Vti m:w between the mT and 
b Otta. !bl• Nmilta did not. ~t art/' ot tat three ~ses (3,h, and 
S); thl ~oant poa!.tiwt c...iati.Oll w-. tleld tnde~ and. 
1ntelli.gencl was act Sn tbl pl'edte1*1 d!Ncttan. 
All subjects in the second ~ ot the investlgatim wn rand~ 
auignld to •itmrr tbl s'bl9aa er namJtreu Cfblition. i1l8 problem solvS.ng 
data .... ~ b3' d1v1dlng thl sab3ftw Sn thlt aeomct part1on of' the 
atll:iy 1nto ~· T!te dtviaS. of ttw ~GD the lft and cm. the CMi\S 
variables vu done b:t d!:ri.ding t'b8 total P'01lP at tbl !!8d1an on eACb 
~1 tbtvJ ~ !d.gh and lCllf lft ~ -1 hish and low CHAS grOQpl.1. 
:OS:~ O'O'IPfl ot B • l5 "'" ~t.1.7 Mleci'Ad fNm tblM h18b and low 
groups cm each vv14hle. 
Tables 3 ad ls pr1aent tbe mans of' tJw vm"ious ~as they-were 
divided fOI' the DPT am. the ~'!AS '1ari.ablea. In dividing 1i18 subjects at tile 
nl!Jd.tan th.Ole eubjeoto c sewed at b llltd1ar.t. Wl'llt ~ pl.aced in tm 
b13h _. low g:reupa. ~· 1,2, 3 and la preamt the gapbic Npl"eff!ltat.4.cn 
i\ r.mlti~U! ~is Of vaz-ian:Ce WU CCl!'fPUWd ~ to the 
l'!Jltt(,"Od presented bJ' Hcwr!.am (1967). In tbis ~is the fOlat CUl"V8B tn 
tested fo~ pm;-a"l.lellsm. If ~ can be established1 ar:q interactt«t 
between the four erouPI' can be rejected. :?attallctlism vu tested by usinc 
tbs Dick Charts preamted by MCJl"l"isOn (1967), wbieh reject at ta• .OS lr1el. 
A s111ple ~ill oE ~vu med to test tbl dittennoea 13et.aten tm 
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'i'.ABtE l 
Total Number of S\lbjttcta, Means, Standard Deviationa and. ta tor 
-
Girl.a and Bo,a m t.b8 CHAS, HFT, and Otis I.Q. Test 
SD 
-
W-l.32 
-
·-SD 
-
t 
-
16.SS 
6.14 
2.7.)H-
~.01 
108.72 
u.37 
Pean• ~t lfcnmt Ccr.r.wlations fer tl!rls and Boas bet'll!Mnl 
OM.AS I :t.Q .. , and Bl"'t ~· 
G~ CF.AS Hilf 
I.Q .. .....29* .~ 
HF? .... 3911-
~ 
L.Q. .... 03 .22* 
llF1' .08 
*i <.01 
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TABLE) 
Maans o£ the Throe Problems £or Groups Dbided at the Median 
and Ex:tremes tor the Hin 
Median G~a !!e HFT Low UFr 
~ ~· ~· J!!.!. ~· ..11!' 
Stress .31 .58 .ia. .29 .si .41 
?km.stress .28 .59 .47 .2s .60 .41 
Extremes G~b 
Stress .28 • .58 .)8 .28 .so .1&1 
Nonstress .,30 .61 .i.s .23 .66 .38 
a High a.hove the score or 9, low below the score o:t 9. 
b High abc:Mt the score of 10, low below the score of a. 
Mtam of the 1Jrln ProOlems tor Groups D1vidad at the Mad.ian 
and Extreme te the CHAS 
lildlan 9!'!5!4 me ·Cf4AS Low CM.AS 
J!!!. a!:! !!!! ~ .!!!. 
s ...... 
.33 .ss .bl .26 .$2 
Nana treas 
.21 .)9 .1&5 .21 .60 
Exn•• S!'!S!b 
St.nu .as .sh .lJO .26 .53 
NonstNsa 
·" 
.6L .1i1 .29 .68 
a High abcrq tbs SOON Of 21, low below .. aeon ot 2l 
b 1f1cb above the aeon ot 241 low below the scaie ef 16 
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l!!!. 
.39 
.44 
.31 
.42 
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groups defined by v-ariable and stress condition and Hotelling' s ,!2Test from 
which an F is derived, was used to test :for equivalence of' the three measures 
(problems). 
Table 5 presents the $ values used in conjunction with the Heck Charts. 
Hone o:f the ~values were equal to or greater than the critical values 
presented in the charts. Therefore, parallelism between the groups is 
accepted. at the .o;; level of confid.ence, and any significant interaction 
between the measures, tbe conditions of stress and nonstress and the CMAS and 
HFT variables is rejected. 
Table 6 shows the F values for comparing the different groups. None of 
-
these F's wre significant. The anly F that tended toward the predicted 
- -
direction was that of the CMAS group divided by selecting the 15 high and 15 
low subjects. An inspection of' Figure 4 indicates that this tendency is pro-
bably due to the stress and nonstnaa conditicna, indicating that tbs stress 
condition ~have hindered the performance o:r the subjects slightly. 
These resu:tts did not support any of the hypotheses for tba second part 
o:r this investigation; 1.e., that field independent girls are better problem 
solvers than field dependent ones; that high anxious subjects are poorer 
problem solvers than low anxious subjects; that field independent girls are 
not as attected by stress as :t."ie1d dependent girls; and that high anxious 
subjects are more atteotA!Jd by stress than low anxious subject.a. 
Table 7 shows tbe F values tor comparison of the three measures 
(problems). All or these F's were significant beyond .01 level. 
-
Because of the di.f'ferences shown in the subjects 1 abU1 ty w:I. th each o:r 
the problems, the groups were analyzed on each problem separately by 
• 60 
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Non.stress 
Nona tress 
Stress 
Stress 
---
••••• 
... ._..-
.so 
lfl.gh CHAS J 
Low CMASJ 
JB.gh CMASJ 
Lw CMASJ 
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lf anatnea 
Manstnsa 
StNu 
St.was 
TABLE 5 
C3 Values for Heck Charts 
Median Groups 
Extremes Groups 
HFT 
.05 
.15 
CMAS 
.06 
.06 
··:-.. I 
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Medians Groups 
Extremes Groups 
TABLE 6 
F Values 
HFT 
0.50 
o.6B 
CM.AS 
0.59 
1.69 
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computing the ! values from a 2x2 analysis or variance. 
Table 8 shows the summary od the analysis of variance for the HF!' groups, 
median and extremes, for problem 31K1 • '!here were no significant! values, 
and none which seemed to tend in the predicted direction. 'lb.ese results did 
not support any of the hypotheses for the second section of the study. 
Table 9 is a summary table of the analysis of variance for the HFr 
grou.ps, median and extremes, for problem 3ll 1. The only ! that approached 
significance is in the extremes grou.ps for the main effect of the stress 
condition (p(lO). This tended to support the indication that the streH 
condition hindered the performance of the subjects on problem 3ll'. The F 
value for the interaction between the stress condition and the HFT variable 
tended in the predicted direction. This tendency gave some slight support to 
hypothesis 7 which stated that t:ield independent girls are not as affected by 
stress as field dependent girls. Since F values did not attain high levels 
ot significance, the support was minimal. These results do not support 
· hypothesis 6 which stated that field independent girls are better problem 
solvers. 
Table 10 shows the summary of the analysis of variance for the HF!' 
groups, medians and extremes for problem JlB1 • There are no F values that 
are significant. The only F value that tended in the predicted direction is 
for the interaction between the stress condition and the HFT scores with the 
extreme subjects. Again this gave minimal support for hypothesis 7 which 
stated that field independent girls are not as affected by stress as field 
dependent girls. These results do not support hypothesis 6 which stated that 
TABLE 7 
! Values for a Comparison of the Three Problems 
Medians Groups 
EKtremee Groups 
HFT CMAS 
70.71* 
57.59* 
*E < .01 
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TABLE 8 
SUmma:ey Tables of Problem 31K' for HFT Groups, 
Median and Extremes 
Median GrOUf 8 
Source SS df MS F 
HFT 0.01 1 .01 .35 
Stress 0.02 l .02 .76 
S x HFT 0.01 1 .01 .25 
Within SS 2.ll 81 .03 
Total 2.14 84 
Extremes Groups 
HFT 0.02 l .02 .74 
Stress o.oo l .oo .oo 
s x an 0.02 l .02 .49 
Within SS 1.73 56 .03 
Total 1.77 59 
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TABLE 9 
Summary Tables ot Problem 3ll' for HFT Groups, 
Median and Extreme• 
Group~ 
Source SS df MS F 
Hn' .03 l .OJ .59 
Stre111 .07 l .07 1 • .56 
S x HFT .OJ l .03 .68 
Within SS 3.69 81 .05 
Total ).82 84 
Extremes GrouEe 
HFT .oo l .oo .oo 
Strees .14 1 .14 3.48* 
S x HFT .06 1 .o6 1.53 
Within SS 2.21 56 .04 
Total 2.42 59 
*P < .10 
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TABLE 10 
Summary Tables of Problem 31B' :tor HFT Groups, 
Medians and Extremes 
Median Groups 
Source SS df MS F 
-
HF'!' .02 1 .02 .97 
Stress .03 l .03 1.24 
s x HFT .02 l .02 .6J 
Within SS 2.04 81 .03 
Total 2.11 84 
Extremes GrouEs 
HFT .02 1 .02 .76 
Stress .01 l .01 .44 
S x HFT .o6 1 .06 2.38 
Within SS 1.47 56 .03 
Total 1.56 59 
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field independent girls are better problem solvers. 
Table 11 shows the SU1'1l111U'y of the analysis of variance for the CMAS 
groups, median and extremes for problem 31K1 • '!'here were no significant ! 
values, and none which tended in the predicted direction. These results do 
not support hypotheses 8 and 9 which stated that high anxious subjects are 
poor problem solvers, and that high anxiotts subjects are more affected by 
stress than low anxious subjects. 
Table 12 is a summary table of the analysis of variance for the CMAS 
groups, median and extremes for 3U'. '!'he only significant F value was for 
. -
the stress oondi ti on 1n the extremes groups. There was a tendency tor the 
ret'lection of this significance when the group was divided at the median. 
'!'his vould indicate that the stress condition lowered the scores on problem 
JlA•. These results do not support hypotheses 8 and 9 with regard to anxiety. 
Table 13 is a summary table ot the analysis of variance for the CMAS 
groups, median and extremes for 31B' • There were no signi!ican t !. values. 
There were two values which tended in the predicted direction, both or these 
for the stress condition. These results lend miniul ampport to the 
indication that the etress condition caused slightly leas perfor1111nce on 
problem 31B'. These results do not support hypotheses 8 and 9 which stated 
that high anxious subjects are poor problem solvers, and that high anxiou1 
subjects are more affected by stress than low anxious subjects. 
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TABLE 11 
Summary Tables of Problem 31K' for CMAS Groupe, 
Median and Extremes 
Median Group.! 
Source SS df MS F 
CMAS .02 l .02 .8.5 
Stress .01 l .01 .49 
s x oos 
.03 1 .03 1.03 
Wi t.hin SS 2.06 81 .03 
Total 2.12 84 
Extremes OrouE.s 
CMAS .oo l .oo .o.5 
Stress .01 l .01 .23 
S x CM!S .oo 1 .oo .oo 
Within SS l.JO 56 .02 
Total 1.31 59 
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TABLE 12 
Summary Tables of Problem .31A' tor CMAS Groups, 
Median and Extremes 
Median GrouE! 
Source SS df MS F 
CMAS .oo l .oo .oo 
Stress .oe 1 .oe 1.77 
S x CHAS .01 l .01 .13 
Within SS 3.72 Bl .05 
'l'etal 3.81 84 
Extremes Groups 
CMAS .oo 1 .oo .oo 
stress .24 1 .24 $.91* 
S x CMAS .01 1 .01 .20 
Within SS 2.30 56 .04 
Total 2.5$ 59 
*P (.02 
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TABLE 13 
Summary Tables of Problem 31B• for CMAS Groups, 
Median and Extremes 
Median Groups 
Source SS df MS F 
CMAS .oo 1 .oo .oo 
StreH .04· l .04 1.68 
S x CMAS .oo 1 .oo .oo 
Within SS 2.00 81 .03 
Total 2.05 84 
~tremes GrouJ?s 
CMAS .03 l .03 .99 
Stress .o6 l .06 2.28 
S x CM.AS .oo l .oo .oo 
Within SS 1.40 56 .03 
Total 1.48 59 
CHAPTER V 
Discussion 
As waa predicted fro• the 11 terature, boys scored significantl:y higher 
than girls on the HFT (E. < .Ol) and aignificantl.7 lower on the CHAS (£ < .02). 
Thus lqpotheaea l and 2 vere supported by the results. The latter finding on 
the CMAS tended to npport the finding ot caataneda et al. (1956 but not that 
ot Stone et. al. (1965), who reported no sex differences. 
Hypothesis 3 predicted a negative correlation between the HF'!' and CMASJ 
1 t vas aupported by the results for girls (!:_ • -.39; E < .01) but not for 
boys (r • .08). Theae results 8Upported Witkin'• et al. statement (1962) that 
field dependent subjects tend to be more anxious than field independent 
subjects for girls onl:y. Hypothesis 4 predicted no relationship between HFT 
and IQ scores; it was not aupported. In fact, for girl• there was a correla-
tion of .44 between HFT and IQ eoorea; for boys there was a correlation of 
.22. Both were significant at the .01 lnel. Hypothesis 5 predicted a 
negative correlation between CHAS scores; it was supported for girls (! • 
- • 29; p < .01) but not tor bo;ys (!:, • - .03). 
It is i11possible to come to any conclusions fro• this study as to why 
these aeaaures are correlated so highl:y among girls and not am.ong boys. .A. sex 
difference vaa expected, but not to this degree. Results confirmed the 
necessity of controlling for sex when dealing with cognitive and pereonality 
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variables in children. 
The correlation between HFT and IQ scores was the only one that was 
significant for both boys and girls. These results landed support to the 
findings or .ldevai et al. (1968) that the EPT was related to spatial IQ tests; 
and to the findings of' Karp (1963) and Goodenough ar.O Karp (1961) and Karp 
(1958) that tests for field dependence are related to the arithmetic, block 
design, and object asaembly wbtests of' the Wechsler. They did not lend 
support to Bigelow's findings (1967) of no relationship between the m and 
Peabody. The present resulte suggest a relationship with global intelligence 
that have not }'et been explored, but would seem to merit substantial 
investigation. 
It would appear .from the 1i terature and the present results that the 
relationship between field dependency and intelligence depends on the tests 
used to measure both variables. It would also appear that the use of a visual 
discrimination task such as the m'T or the HFT to measure field dependency 
mu.st take into consideration that this task has a relationship with some 
aeaeurea ot intelligence, and that intelligence uuet be considered in inter-
preting the results. 
The second section ot th.is study did not support any of the hypotheses 
proposed. Since there was little evidence in the results that the etreH 
condition lowered scores on the problem solving tasks, it appear• that the 
hypotheses inVolving stress either do not hold or were not adequatttly tested. 
'lbese hypotheses were th.at field independent girls, a11 meaeured by the HF!', 
would be better problem solver11 than field dependent girls under the stress 
condi ti.on and th.at low anxious girl.a, as measured by the CM.ls, would be better 
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problem solvers than high anxious girls under the condition of stress. Simple 
distraction and time pressure on the subjects did not produce enough stress to 
produce significant effects. 
However, the results also did not support the hypotheses which did not 
involve stress, i.e., that field independent girls would be better problem 
solvers than field dependent girls in general, and that low anxious girls 
would be better problem solvers than high anxious girls in general. 
The reason vhy these results differed f'rom those suggested by Wi tkin 
et al. (1962) and found by Karp (1963) and by Mendelsohn et al. (1966) i.e., 
that field independent 11Ubjecta are better problem solvers, is probably found 
in the relationship between the HFr and the Ot.11, and the fact that there was 
a control for intelligence in this study. Because of these blo factors, the 
high and low groups in this study were not as different as those generally 
reported in the literature. The present reS11lts suggested that intelligence 
~ have more to do -...ti th problem solving than field dependency. 
The results concerning anxiety 1Upport those found by Horwitz and 
Armentrout (1965) and Lot and Lot (1968) who found no relationship between 
anxiety as measured by the CMAS and discrimination learning and task leaming. 
If the problem can be considered a complex learning situation, these results 
do not support the contentions made by drive theory regarding the influence 
of anxiety. However, because or the relationship round between the CMAS and 
the Otis, it can again be stated that the extreme groups were not as separated 
as those generally found in the literature. Again these results suggested 
that intelligence my have more to do with problem sol"1ng ability than 
anxiety does. 
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The degree of differences found between the three proble11111 is consistent 
with the results ot Rimold1 et al. (1966) and has been discussed by Rim.oldi 
(1967). 
Because the reaults produced some tendencies which suggested that field 
independent subjects were better problem solvers under stress than field 
dependent subjects, an experiment which would control :tor intelligence and 
Y&t'J the stress conditions from mild stress, such a1 produced in this 
experiment, to severe stress, auch as might be prOduced: bf suggesting that the 
subjects are failing and that the results o:t their problems will be part o:t 
their grade, might be productive ot more significant results. If greater 
stress did create a more def'ini te di'V'ision between the high and low subjects 
on the HF'.l', 1 t might be shown that this test is a better predictor of' what a 
subject would do under streH than an anxiety scale. At least the tendencies 
in the present results suggest that this might be so f'or problem solving. 
CHAPTER VI 
Sttllllrlaey 
Two hundred and sixty-six 7th grade and 8th grade students were teated 
on a perceptual discrimination task (Hidden Figures Teat) and a measure of 
drive (The Children's Manifest Anxiety Scale). Otis IQ scores were also 
available. The HF'f was found to be significantq positively correlated with 
the Otis tor both boys and girls. The CMAS was found to be negatively cor-
related with the Otis for girls, bu.t not for bo7a. 'l'he HFT was found to be 
aigniticantq negatively correlated with the CM.AS for girls, but not for boys. 
:Boys were found to be significantly better on the HF'!' than girls. Boys were 
also found to answer significantly fewer questions on the CMAS as true. 
or the total group or subject& teated, 85 girls who scored between 90 
and 115 on the Otis were teated on three of Rim.oldi 'a prcblema under stress or 
nonatress condi tiona. .An bypothesia was made that girls who scored higher on 
the HFT would do better on the problems than girls ~ho scored lower both under 
stress and nonstreas conditions. An hypothesis also was made that girls who 
scored lower on the CMAS would do better at problem solving both under stress 
and nonatress conditions. Heither of these hypotheses were supported by the 
reaulta. A disou18ion of the results is presented. 
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HIDDEN PIGURES 
In this rest you are to determine which one of five simple figures, the~ patterns letre-red 
A, B. C, D, and Eat the top of each page, is contained in -:ach of th~- m0re complex problem 
figures. There is only one lettered pattern in each problem figure. The patLern wlll 
always be right side up and will be tbe exact size and shap~ of one of the lettered patterns 
at the top of the page. Try sample problemE I and II; then check your answers w:th the 
figures in the box below. 
A B c D E 
-------.--~---·-·----------,..-----,--------
I n 
r 
The figures below illustrate how the patterns are included in the pro~::: figu:~;---: 
Pattern A is contained in the first problem and pattern Din .the second. 
,_ ·--
I n 
______ J 
There are 16 problem figures in each section of this test and you wUl have 15 minutes 
for each section. Work as carefully and as quickly as you can. When you are given the 
signal, turn the page and begin working on the first section. Mark your answers on the 
answer sheet. · · 
• • 
' 
A ___________ .--------~----·----·,···---_,,_._,,.,..-----~-
b 
E 
II. 12. 
A B c D E 
14. 
15. 
STOP 
A B 
!7. 
20. 
23. 
Part 2 (10 minutes) 
·C 
21. 
' .:· · ·~ 
1' 
24. 
GO ON TO THE NExT PAGE. · 
D 
N 
19.' 
22. 
E 
Pa.rt 2 (continued) 
A B c 0 E 
, I 
26, 27. 28. 
29. 30. 
DO NOT' GO BACK TO PART l, AND 
,DO NOT GO ON TO ANY OTHER TEST UNTIL ASKED TO DO SO. 
STOP. 
r 
I 
I 
SS 
r 
I Plea1e circle Yee or lo. 
l. It 1• hard for me to keep llT llind on an,ything. 
2. I get ne"oua when someone watch•• • work. 
3. I feel I have to be beat in ne1'7thing. 
4. I blush eaeiq. 
S. I like ft'el'Jfm• I know. 
6. I notice 11\V heart beate veey faat eoati••. 
7. At ti•• I feel like 1hnting. 
8. I vilh I could be very far frea here. 
9. other• •••• to do thing• ealier than I oan. 
10. I wtNld rather win than 1011 in a game. 
11. I am 11or1t}1 afraid of a lot ot things. 
12. I feel that others do not like the wq I do thing1. 
1). I feel alone nen when there are people around •· 
14. I have trouble ma1d.ng up 117. mind. 
lS. I get nenoua when thing• do not go the right 1141 for •· 
16. I worr,y moat of the ti.•. 
17.. I ant alwaya kind. 
18. I vor17 about vhat 117 parent• 1li 11 1q to me. 
19. Otten I have trouble getting 1111 breath. 
20. I get ang17 eaaiq. 
21. I always have good manners. 
22. lfJ hand• teel fteav. 
2). I llaT• to go to the toilet 110re than moat people. 
Yee No 
Yee No 
Yee lo 
Ye• lo 
Yea No 
Ye• No 
Yee le 
Yea lo 
Yea lo 
Yea lo 
Yes No 
Yea lo 
Yes lo 
Yea No 
Yes Bo 
Yea No 
Yee No 
Yea No 
Yes lo 
Yea lo 
Yea lo 
Yea No 
Yea No 
r 
24. Other children are happier than I. Yee lo 
2;. I wom aboat what other people think about ••· Yea No 
26. I haft trouble nallowing. Yee lo 
27. I have vorri~ about thing• that did not really 1l8ke any 
difference later. Yea Ro 
28. Ml feeling• get hurt eaai l;v. Tee lo 
29. I vor17 about doing the right things. Tea lo 
30. I am al.ways good. Yea lo 
)1. I worry about vhat ia going to happen. Tea No 
)2. It 1• hard tor u to go to 1leep at night. Yee Mo 
)). I worry abo\tt how vell I •• doing in echool. Yee No 
)h. I am aht117e nioe to ever:rone. Yee lfo 
3S. M)' feeling• get hurt ealiq vhen I am aoolded. Yea tf o 
)6. I tell the truth every Biqle time. Tea Ho 
37. I o:tte get loneao• when I u wUh people. Tea 'No 
)8. I teal eo•on• v111 tell • I do thing• the vrong vay. Ye• No 
)9. I aa atraid of the dark. Tea lo 
40. It 1• hard tor me to keep ., mind on 117 achool work. Tes No 
41. I never get 8Dl1'7• Tee No 
42. Often I feel 1iok in 11\1 1toaaoh. Tea No 
43. I worry when I go to bed at night. Yee Bo 
44. I otten do things I wiah I had never done. Yea lo 
)6. I get heactaoh••• Tea lo 
b6. I often worry about what eould happen to 111 parente. Yea Ko 
47. I nner R7 things I ahoaldn•t. Yea lo 
48. I get tired eaaily. Yee No 
49. It 11 good to get high grade• in school. Yee lo 
50. I hne bad dreau. Yea No 
Sl. I am nervoua. Yee IJo 
$2. I never lie. Yes No 
53. I often worry about southing bad happening to me. Yes No 
.APPDIDIX III 
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31A' 
John has 20 horses. 'l'bere are black race horses and white race horaea. 
'l'here are black f'arm horses and white tarm horses. I want you to f'igure out 
how 111&131 black farm horses there are? 
1. How Ml\f horses doee John 
rid•. Ans. 10. 
2. How 1111J11 whi ta horaea does 
John have? .Ana. 7. 
) • How 1111m1 brown horeea doe• 
John ba'Ye? .Ana. 0. 
4. Row maDJ white racing 
horses does John have • 
.Ans. S. 
S. How 111U1J black racing horse• doea 
John have? Ana. S. 
6. Bow maJJ1 brown racing horaee 
does John ha·ve? Ana. o. 
7. Hov UD7 vbi te !arm horses 
does John have? Ans. 2. 
6. How Mll1 brown tarm horses 
does John have? Ans. o. 
9. Bov MaDJ horses did 
John sell? Ans. o. 
10. How 1l8D1 ponies does John 
have? Ana. o. 
31 B' 
We hue So objects called C. There are t'llo kinds of c•e, one kind i• 
called I, the other kind is called o. A:n1 B can be either a R or a T, and 07 
G can be either a B or a T. No B can be a Q and no R can be a T. Will you 
find out how maJ'l1 ot the G objects are also called T? 
1. How 1Bll>1 K'• are there? 
Ana. 11 
2. How lUJV' R objects are alao called G? 
Ana. 1$. 
). How IYlD1 T objects are also called B? 
Ans. 10. 
4. How 1ll8DJ' I objects are there? 
Ana. 10. 
S. How nch ia K ti••• O? 
Ana. sso. 
6. .A.re there ure Q than B objects? 
Ana. Ith 
7. How maDJ R objecte are there? 
Ans. )$. 
8. Are there more R objeota than T objects? 
A.ns. Tes. 
9. Are there q- objecta called M? 
Ans. Bo. 
10. How many R objects are also called B? 
Ana. 20. 
3111 
Aaonc a set of object• there are e•ll green equarea, large green 
aqurea, ••11 blue square• and large blue •qu&re•. One of theae tne• ot 
equare1 baa been selected. ?our wk i• to diacner which tn>• of square ha• 
been aelected. You 111.1 do tb1• bJ' picking up a card and •uld.ng" it the boxe1 
on thi• card are one ot the 1elect.ed tn>• ot objecta. The anner to thi• 
queation 11 gi'fen on the rner1e aide of the card. 
1. 
2. 
). 
s. 
6. 
0 Lj 0 
0<50 
Blue 
000 
Blue 
0 D D 
Q ca a 
11 A A Blue Green Red 
0 0 D 
Ana. llo. 
Ans. lo. 
Ana. lo. 
.Ana. Bo. 
Ans. No. 
Ami. No. 
7. 
Blue 
a J:I J.ne. Ho. 
8. Blue 
0 0 0 Ana. tfo. 
9. Blue q D D Ana. lo. 
0 0 10. 
000 
Ans. Bo. White 
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